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Year in Review 

The Best of HTR 2013 
 

Here is the annual rundown on the best plays identified in HTR in 2013. The information below comes 

from all races run during the calendar year 2013, and with purses of $10,000+. 
 

No Bragging on the Big Bomb FG-10, Feb. 23 

It is tempting to boast about the 2013 Risen Star winner at the Fairgrounds on Feb. 23, 2013 as the 99/1 

victor paid over $272 to Win. It was a Razor Sharp and "$$" play. However - as it often happens in these 

Derby prep 3yr Graded Stakes races, there were six other "$$" plays and many Razor Sharp workers in 

the field.  In fact, there were two KAT=10 horses that had decent odds as well. So the winner was a stab 

among many good plays in that race. Therefore, this receives honorable mention only. 
 

The plays we want to highlight as the best of the year are total standouts on paper. Let's start with the 

three HTR Slam Dunk Overlays of the Year. 
 

BEL-9, Sept 22 

The winner (#7) paid $25.40 to win in an allowance race at 6.0 fast dirt. The filly (8/1 MLO,  4/1 AML) 

had the enviable trio of  K=1, HTR=1 and Lone $$. It is extremely rare to find this combination of factors 

on any horse with odds above 3/1. Why did the usually sharp NY bettors let this one off at almost 12/1?  

The obvious reason is that is was a Finger Lakes shipper! 
 

AP-3,  Sept. 15 

Romping winner (#2) paid $20.40 to Win in a 5-horse field running 6.0f on the Arlington all-weather 

track. As with the BEL winner above, this filly showed K=1, HTR=1 and $$. The AML = 3/1 and the 

MLO = 6/1. Why the fat price with such a small field? Two FTS were heavily bet in this race. 
 

GG-10, May 4 

Winner (#7) paid $20.80 also was HTR=1, K=1 and $$. AML was just 4/1 but MLO 8/1. The winning 

gelding showed excellent recent form, but was a shipper from TUP. 

 

Longshot and Tournament Plays of the Year  
 

OP-8, Mar 16 

Winner (#1) paid $49.60 in a Msw at 8.5D. Top KAT was a standout longshot play with much in its favor 

including super-PED, 2nd Lasix, Razor Sharp, Fit & Ready and BTL. AML was just 7/1 and even the 

MLO at 10/1 made this one a slam dunk at 24/1.    
 

SAR-5, July 27 

Winner (#4) paid $45.20 in a 6-horse field, the Grade I Prioress Stakes for 3yr Fillies at 6.0D. This was a 

stick-out on the KAT rating and showed a "HOT" pedigree (PED) and "HOT" Trainer. The AML was just 

8/1 with a MLO = 12/1. Why 20/1 odds on this horse? – there was unusually heavy betting on the 

favorite. 
 

MTH-1, July 28 

Winner (#10) had just been gelded and paid a whopping $67.40 in a 6.0D Alw race. He was a price 

standout w/ KAT = 8 as well as high PED and a BTL marker. There was a "UL" (Un Lucky) on this one 

which might have tempered the decision to play it, but with a Lone KAT > 6 and odds over 20/1, we can't 

be too picky. The AML was 10/1, the MLO = 20/1. 

 

HTR Rating of the Year (5000+ Plays) 

The highest ROI achieved by any individual HTR rating with at least 5,000 plays during 2013 was... a 

Lone Razor (the only horse in the race with a Razor Sharp workout). If you bet every Lone Razor to Win 

for a $1 resulted in an ROI = 0.95 with more than 6,000 plays. Double Razor and Fr1 Dominant showed 

better ROI during the year, but the play count was under 3,000.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

The AMLWhite Paper 
 

AML = Adjusted Morning Line (exclusive to HTR) 
 

Let's look in depth at the AML rating that is now part of every HTR software program starting with 2014 

versions. When compared side-by-side with the MLO, the AML can teach us a great deal about the most 

important facets of the game. First, below is some general review. 
 

 The MLO (Morning Line Odds) are assigned by someone working at the track and printed in the 

official program. The stated purpose is to predict the approximate wagering behavior (pari-mutuel 

odds).  In reality, that is only half true. The MLO is also a public relations ploy that attempts to 

lure the public into betting the race by making it look competitive on paper. Probable heavy 

favorites are set higher than the anticipated betting on purpose. Longshots are shown with 

morning line odds lower than their actual chances. I have termed this the 'bookend' effect of the 

MLO.    
  

 Scratches can wreck even the most accurate MLO. If there are also-eligible horses in the race, 

most of whom will be scratched, the morning line often appears chaotic. Sometimes the track will 

make an announcement when scratches undermine the morning line odds, and offer a revision.  

But most handicappers outside the venue are unaware of it and the revised line is never published.    
 

 The AML is a great tool because it corrects and modifies the original MLO and addresses all the 

problems mentioned above. The AML has to perform a difficult balancing act though because it 

has multiple jobs to perform ---> 
 

1. Correct the MLO 'bookend' problem. 

2. Revise the MLO after Scratches and/or surface changes. 

3. Predict the probable final betting odds. 
 

That last item (3) is obviously the most precarious task for both the MLO and AML. Unusual and 

inexplicable betting action is not uncommon as we all know. No amount of statistical pattern recognition 

can predict owners or barns that plunge their money on a hot horse. 
 

Let's educate ourselves on the realities and differences between the MLO and AML. We start by looking 

at a large table of statistics on the next page that compares the two at various odds ranges. Here is the data 

key for the stat columns. 
 

Line -  Notice that the AML assigns many more horses at the lower and higher ends as well as using more 

'in-between' lines such as 7/1, 9/1, 35/1 that are rarely seen with the MLO. 
 

Plays - The number of horses or sample size within that odds range. Notice the difference in the sample 

size between the MLO and AML at the highest and lowest ends of the odds spectrum.    
 

Avg. Odds - This is the most important statistic on the chart. The average final betting (tote) odds are 

shown in this column. This is how we judge the value of the MLO and AML in terms of predicting public 

betting. 
 

Avg. Win - Average mutuel payoff of the winners in each category. Comparing this to the Avg. Odds is 

useful in understanding betting patterns and the difficulty of finding winning overlays. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

The AMLWhite Paper 
 

The statistics and data are based entirely on all races from 2013 with a purse of $10,000 or more..   
 

MLO              Plays       Win  WROI     AvgOdds     AvgWin 
 

MLO 1/9-4/5        527       58%  0.83        0.5      $2.90 

AML 1/9-4/5       1832       54%  0.85        0.7      $3.20 
 

MLO 1/1-7/5       2605       45%  0.81        1.0      $3.60 

AML 1/1-7/5       7652       43%  0.87        1.2      $4.00 
 

MLO 8/5-9/5       5919       39%  0.83        1.4      $4.30 

AML 8/5-9/5       8092       33%  0.82        1.7      $4.90 
 

MLO 2/1           8740       32%  0.82        1.9      $5.10 

AML 2/1          10455       28%  0.81        2.3      $5.70 
 

Analysis of Lower Odds Ranges 

Let's stop and analyze the information on the chart so far.    
 

To help you understand the chart, look at the "2/1" group. When the line is set at 2/1, it is projecting the 

horse to have final (tote) odds between 2.0 - 2.45, with an expected median of about 2.25. The AML 

projects perfectly at this range (2.3). But the average MLO  2/1 shot goes off below that at about 1.9 to 1.   

This is not unreasonable considering the frequency of scratches and heavy betting on favorites.   
 

Next peruse the average win price in both cases. Keep in mind that the average winner will almost always  

pay lower than the average projected odds in a large sample. That tells us that the public is efficient in 

locating winners, yet they over-bet most of them. The typical AML 2/1 winner will pay $5.70, not that far 

below the overall projection of 2/1. But the MLO 2/1 winners pay just $5.10 on average, exhibiting 

considerable betting action and revealing a weaker line in most cases.   
 

Line 1/9 - 7/5  

At the lowest odds levels the AML is demonstrably superior to the MLO. The MLO is routinely set above 

7/5 on most favorites so that the race will appear playable at first glance. Scratches and the usual over-

betting on the chalk push the odds down on almost all MLO favorites. 
  
The AML places three times as many horses into this lowest odds range. It is clearly identifying most of 

the dominant favorites that are likely to be bet heavily. This is a powerful piece of pre-race information 

for HTR users.    
 

Line 8/5-9/5 

This range turns out to be the 'sweet spot' for the MLO with a high win rate and its best ROI on the entire 

chart. But the average winner is only paying about $4.30 (6/5 odds), so most of the eventual winners are 

bet well below 8/5. The AML is more accurate with the final odds projection at about 1.7 and the average 

winner paying much higher than the MLO ($4.90). 
 

The sample size (Plays) for MLO below 2/1 is far smaller than the AML at the same levels. This tells us 

that they are reluctant to post the favorite below 2/1 in most cases, even though they are fully aware that 

the odds will likely drop.        
  
Line 2/1 

See next page. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

The AMLWhite Paper 
 

Continuing with our Analysis of the MLO vs. AML we now look at the line between 2/1 and 5/1.    
 

MLO              Plays       Win  WROI     AvgOdds     AvgWin 
 

MLO 2/1           8740       32%  0.82        1.9      $5.10 

AML 2/1          10455       28%  0.81        2.3      $5.70 
 

MLO 5/2          15034       27%  0.80        2.5      $5.90       

AML 5/2          12307       25%  0.82        2.8      $6.60 
 

MLO 3/1-7/2      33150       21%  0.79        3.7      $7.50 

AML 3/1-7/2      26411       20%  0.80        3.7      $7.90 
 

MLO 4/1-9/2      30977       16%  0.79        5.3      $10.00 

AML 4/1-9/2      29281       16%  0.79        5.1      $10.10 
 

MLO 5/1          18895       13%  0.82        7.0      $12.20 

AML 5/1          10992       14%  0.81        6.4      $11.80 
 

Analysis 

MLO is most reliable in the range between 2/1 and 5/1. That's because the bulk of the contenders in most 

race fields are quickly identified and placed accordingly by the person making the morning line odds.  

These are likely to be the horses that have good recent races, top trainers and jockeys and usually the best 

speed figures.   
 

The AML was constructed so that it would not over-adjust the MLO if the line was already accurate. As 

you can see from the stats, the results are almost identical for Win% and ROI. This tells us that the AML 

agreed most of the time with the MLO in this range. The AML works from the premise: "if it ain't broke, 

don't fix it".    
 

One factor that is rarely considered in the MLO is workouts. Time constraints and publication deadlines 

hinder the construction of a more accurate line using workout information. It is not easy to assimilate 

workout information from fragmented clocker reports. This is one of the reasons why the HTR' Wk 

rating, Razor Sharp, Fit & Ready and other workout based factors produce favorable ROI. The AML has 

a big advantage as it can use more organized sets of data including workouts and trainer stats. 
 

We will discuss value and overlay identification in greater detail later in this article. For now compare the 

projected odds with both lines and the average winning payoff.  
 

Peruse the 3/1 - 7/2 grouping. With both the MLO and the AML the average final odds on these horses is 

about 3.7. Not a bad projection as the majority will be sent off at odds right around the expected line in 

that 3/1 area. But the average winner pays just $7.50 with MLO and about $7.90 with the AML. That's 

more like 5/2, so what gives? Should the predicted odds on the AML be adjusted lower and closer to what 

the average winner pays? 
 

The AML is projecting final odds only, not the win or value price. The problem is that the public is highly 

efficient at selecting the best horses from among this category (3/1-7/2) and betting them down to 

unprofitable levels. The majority of winners from the 3/1-7/2 group are lower than 3/1 odds in the final 

betting, even though all the horses in this category will average out to 3.7 final odds. This is why the ROI 

(0.80) is so low and highlights the main problem hindering profits using projected value lines from any 

source (see page-8 for more on this).   
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Handicapping with HTR 

The AMLWhite Paper 
 

We continue with the spectrum of MLO/AML above 5/1.    
 

MLO              Plays       Win  WROI     AvgOdds     AvgWin 
MLO 6/1-7/1      30267       11%  0.77        9.0      $14.30 

AML 6/1-7/1      23797       12%  0.82        7.7      $13.50   
 

MLO 8/1-9/1      30687       08%  0.79       12.5      $18.80 

AML 8/1-9/1      22190       10%  0.80        9.7      $16.60 
 

MLO 10/1         23856       07%  0.77       16.9      $23.10 

AML 10/1         11198       08%  0.78       12.0      $19.50 
 

MLO 12/1         24868       05%  0.75       21.5      $28.30 

AML 12/1         22126       07%  0.82       14.4      $22.20 
 

MLO 15/1         21880       04%  0.71       28.9      $34.40 

AML 15/1         23486       06%  0.75       18.5      $26.70 
 

MLO 20/1         23206       02%  0.61       42.3      $53.30 

AML 20/1         12114       05%  0.74       22.4      $31.40 
 

MLO 25/1                 -insufficient data-         

AML 25/1         11576       04%  0.69       26.4      $36.90 
 

MLO 30-35/1       9501       01%  0.57       58.6      $79.10 

AML 30-35/1      35325       02%  0.62       39.6      $52.30 
 

MLO 40-99/1       1014       01%  0.64       71.7      $118.40 

AML 40-99/1      12386       01%  0.51       53.4      $71.40 
 

Analysis 

At the higher ranges of the odds line spectrum, the AML is a far superior tool to the MLO. It appears two 

things are going on in most cases with the MLO when it comes to rating longshots. 
 

1. The MLO on the longest odds horses is purposely compressed lower to make the race appear 

playable for bettors. Less separation from top to bottom with the morning line may have an effect 

on betting handle. I don't know whether the people who make the morning line are taught this, but 

it is clearly apparent from the data. 
 

2. The MLO appears to be almost randomly assigned to horses that are probable longshots (12/1 or 

more). This may not be intentional. More likely it is the result having less time to spend on the 

apparent non-contenders. They may feel there is no reason to spend extra hours configuring ML 

odds separation among the horses that have a very limited chance to win. As demonstrated on the 

previous page with MLO, the effort and accuracy is spent almost exclusively on the horses that 

are rated between 8/5 and 5/1.  
 

To confirm these points, we examine the 12/1 category with the statistics above. The average final odds 

on a 12/1 MLO is almost double the line at 21.5 to 1. This tells us that MLO 12/1 is often way off the 

mark and isn't predictive. In fact, the variance in final odds is so large among MLO 12/1 that it is almost 

worthless information. The AML 12/1 group has an average off-odds of 14/1 and the average win payoff 

at about $22. So it is hitting the mark with 12/1 horses far more often and the variance in final odds is 

much less chaotic.  
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Handicapping with HTR 

The AMLWhite Paper  
 

Let's continue our analysis of the data table on the previous page with a look at the very highest odds line.   

Review the statistics below, particularly the play count for sample size. There were only a handful of 

MLO = 25/1 so it is not shown. 
 

MLO              Plays       Win  WROI     AvgOdds     AvgWin 
MLO 15/1         21880       04%  0.71       28.9      $34.40 

AML 15/1         23486       06%  0.75       18.5      $26.70 
 

MLO 20/1         23206       02%  0.61       42.3      $53.30 

AML 20/1         12114       05%  0.74       22.4      $31.40 
 

AML 25/1         11576       04%  0.69       26.4      $36.90 
 

MLO 30-35/1       9501       01%  0.57       58.6      $79.10 

AML 30-35/1      35325       02%  0.62       39.6      $52.30 
 

MLO 40-99/1       1014       01%  0.64       71.7      $118.40 

AML 40/1+        12386       01%  0.51       53.4      $71.40 

 

Analysis  

With the morning line (MLO), the longshots appear thrown together without much further thought. The 

high average final odds on the MLO 15/1 and 20/1 groups prove this point because they are almost 

double the MLO! No accuracy at all here. Notice how much lower and accurate the average off-odds on 

the AML are in these two groups (AML 15/1 and 20/1).   
 

There is a reasonable number of MLO = 30/1, so that must be the 'dungeon' or 'trash heap' for horses that 

are perceived to have virtually no chance to win. The AML makes a nice separation at the higher end with 

20/1, 25/1, 30/1, 35/1 and 40/1. Each of these AML groups have a significant statistical difference from 

each other, so it is not 'window dressing' as with MLO. 
 

Notice the substantial difference in the play counts at these high odds levels. There were almost 50,000 

horses placed by the AML at 25/1 - 40/1, yet only about 10,000 with the MLO. That's a five-fold 

difference. This proves several points made in this article so far:  the ML maker compresses the perceived 

longshots into a smaller zone to make the race appear competitive and makes no attempt at separation 

between them. 
 

The AML carefully calculates every horse on its own merits and they are not lumped or 'ball parked' in 

the higher odds ranges, with the exception of the 40/1+ group. The maximum AML is 40/1. Although I 

could have spread the range to 50/1 and up to 99/1, the difference in results was very marginal. There are 

over 12,000 horses placed into the 40/1 group and they win barely 1% of the time. Separating them above 

40/1 added no benefit from the statistics. But I may reconsider this in the future, if we can document 

AML > 40/1 as having almost no chance to win. 

 

When AML Challenges MLO 

One of the interesting queries we can make with the AML is to ask what happens when it undercuts the 

MLO considerably. For example, what about a 20/1 MLO that is shown with a 10/1 AML. Has the public 

been fooled?  Is the AML pointing to a live value shot? More on that on the next page. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

The AMLWhite Paper 
 

Why KLine Overlays Don't Produce Profit 

I had written an article in this newsletter a few years back discussing why profiting from apparent value 

based on the KLine is a difficult challenge. If the KLine is 3.0 and the horse's odds are 4/1, shouldn't we 

make money betting on all the KLine overlays? Unfortunately not all 3.0 KLine entrants are created 

equal. In large samples, 3.0 KLine do win at exactly the rate and probability expected = 25%. But even if 

we bet only the overlays, the ROI won't push above 1.00 profitability. The problem is that most of the 

winners fall below the 3/1 odds in the final betting. The public is efficiently over-betting the 3.0 KLine 

horses that win the most often. The 25% win rate is an average for KLine = 3.0, but the 4/1 shots are 

winning less than 20% of the time, while those bet down to 2/1 odds are winning 30%.    
 

Value lines have to be based on large samples to maintain accuracy. Within those large samples is a 

disparity in the off-odds and win rate that hurts our chances for profit. The KLine was built to provide an 

estimate of fair value and it does a good job of that. But the public doesn't make enough mistakes for us to 

profit from betting on the overlays.    
 

One solution is to recognize that the lower the odds, the less likely the public is missing the mark. It is 

extremely rare for instance, to locate a true 2/1 shot that is a genuine overlay (35% or better chance to 

win). But at higher odds levels above 5/1, the public makes mistakes all the time and horses win at prices 

that did not reflect their actual probability of winning. Take a look at page-2 for some of the best 

examples in 2013. 

 

AML as Value Line 

The AML was designed as an odds predictor, not a value line. Can it help us find errors in the public 

betting to turn a profit anyway? I did some research on horses that had an extreme AML difference from 

the MLO seeking out horses with a 50% ratio between the AML and MLO. Examples: MLO = 20/1,  

AML= 10/1. MLO =  8/1,  AML = 4/1.     
 

Scratches can have a major influence on the MLO/ALM ratio. But I wanted to learn how much the public 

is driven by the MLO in their final betting assumptions and if the mistakes are large enough for us to 

profit based on the more accurate AML.     
 

AML was Half of the MLO    Purse $10,000+ 

 MLO      AML    Win   WROI 

 4/1      2/1    40%   0.82 

 8/1      4/1    19%   0.79 

12/1      6/1    15%   0.90 

15/1      8/1    10%   0.97 

20/1     10/1    06%   0.91 

30/1     15/1*   10%   1.97 
 

Analysis 

The last row of data (AML = 15/1) had only 101 plays during the entire year, so the results are a bit 

suspect. Nevertheless, the overall results are promising in terms of the AML catching a big mistake if the 

MLO was 12/1 or more. This makes sense from what we discussed earlier with morning line 12/1 - 20/1.  

Most horses are carelessly tossed into these higher levels of MLO without regard for their actual chances.  

See page-9 for more on how to exploit this.  
 

At the lowest end of this chart (AML 2/1 - 4/1), the public seemingly jumps on the bandwagon and the 

ROI is depleted dramatically. There is apparently no edge in trying to outsmart the MLO at lower levels 

below 12/1.      
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Handicapping with HTR 

The AMLWhite Paper 
 

Live Longshots and MLO 12/1 - 20/1   
 

The data reveals that MLO 12/1 - 20/1 is essentially a "bin" for the people that create the odds line for the 

track. The horses that are considered low probability contenders and most longshots are assigned almost 

randomly in this range. If the field is large, they may place one or two impossible bombs at 30/1. 
 

It was demonstrated that the AML dutifully places every horse into an accurate and realistic odds range 

and the data verifies that these assignments are correctly targeted. One of the ratings the AML relies on is 

the KAT rating. The KAT in turn is one of the effective elements used in System #4 (Sys4). Let's see if 

we can exploit the weakness of the MLO between 12/1 and 20/1 using the KAT rating and Sys4.    
 

MLO 12/1 - 20/1       All Races Purse $10,000+ 

Factor             Plays    Win   WROI    I.V. 
 

All                69954    n/a   0.69    0.35 
 

KAT=10             00032    19%   1.28    1.62 

KAT=9              00269    13%   1.15    1.09 

KAT=8              00629    08%   0.93    0.70 

KAT=7              01392    08%   0.92    0.73 

KAT=4,5,6          08739    07%   0.90    0.59 
 

Lone KAT=6+        01357    10%   0.95    0.87 

Top KAT            04252    08%   0.93    0.74 
 

Sys4= 1            02293    10%   1.00    0.86 

Sys4= 2            03946    07%   0.90    0.61 
 

Luck               03083    09%   0.93    0.80 
 

$$                 11722    06%   0.80    0.54 

 

Analysis 

The first item on the chart (All) includes every horse that ran in 2013 with a MLO between 12/1 and 20/1.  

The Win% is not applicable (n/a) because there are usually multiple horses in the same race with these 

listed odds. So the Impact Value (0.35) is a better comparison tool for win rate. The ROI is also a key 

focus (0.69). The numbers for I.V. and ROI are so low for this MLO group that it looks almost impossible 

to overcome and turn a profit.   
 

But, there are some horses that have been carelessly included in this MLO range that we can identify and 

exploit for profit with ratings such as the KAT and Sys4. These ratings work best because they project 

improvement, rather than reflect current form and speed. The KAT pushes the ROI way up in all cases. If 

you are lucky enough to spot the rare KAT = 9 or 10 with a MLO between 12/1 and 20/1, don't hesitate to 

take advantage. Sys4 top selection produces the best ROI on the chart with over 2,000 plays in year.    

The "Luck" rating also provides a good clue for potential mistakes with a high MLO.    
 

The "$$" horses fared poorly primarily because "$$" uses many facets of pace/speed/velocity in the 

rating. Nothing related to pace/speed/velocity in the data was productive with MLO 12/1+. However, if 

the "$$" was based on a strong workout factor (i.e. Razor Sharp) the results were much improved.         
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Book and Media Review 

Predictably Bad Predictions about Horse Racing 
 

As Hollywood Park came to its inevitable closing day, the pundits and sports media were using the usual 

tag lines: "dying sport", "slowing”,  fading", "bygone era", " "nobody cares about horse racing", etc. I 

have mentioned several times in this newsletter about book titled: "The Signal and the Noise" by Nate 

Silver. The sub-text to the book is "why so many predictions fail". He writes and documents that most 

pundits, particularly with the doom and gloom type predictions from news media, are wrong most of the 

time.   
 

High profile news pundits make outlandish and extreme prognostications to attract viewers and hold 

audience, often with no serious facts to back them up. This is almost always the case when horse racing 

makes it into the sports pages. Major events in the sport are rarely mentioned unless something terrible 

happens.   
 

The Wall Street Journal printed an interesting article at the end of year that actually provides some 

accountability for bad predictions targeted to investors. Keep in mind that the people making these early 

year financial projections are the top experts and researchers in their field.    
 

 By a large margin, at the beginning of 2013, the top money managers and economists predicted 

that the Japanese financial markets would take a dive and was a terrible investment. Avoid 

Japanese stocks like the plague was the general outlook among the smart money managers. In 

fact, the Japanese stock market was sizzling hot in 2013 and rose over 50%. Bad call. 
 

 U.S. stock market also had impressive performance in 2013 rising more than 25%. But in early 

2013 many Wall Street gurus who are paid millions to predict the market trends were Bears 

(down market).   Blown away. 
 

 Gold was a big bet among many wise-guys in financial management. For sure, they said, the 

metals would rise in a year with massive federal debt and worldwide turmoil. Wrong again, gold 

dropped several hundred dollars an ounce during 2013. Crapped out again. 
 

You can find mountains of other bad predictions from 2013 from people that are supposedly at the top of 

their profession.  Why should we trust newspaper and television predictions about horse racing's demise 

when the credibility of such people is just about zero? When you hear doom and gloom prophecies, 

remember how wrong the experts tend to be.  

 

KM's 2014 Prediction 

I might as well throw in a prediction of my own: you are going to have a big year betting on horses!  

Thanks for sticking with HTR and providing input and suggestions to improve the product. I am looking 

forward to seeing many of you again at our annual seminar in July, I'll have an announcement about that 

after the Super Bowl. For more on the latest 2014 program updates, please see page-11.   
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HTR Software Updates January 10, 2014 
 

HTR2, MaxVel, Tour and Robot3 are primed and ready for the new year 2014. 
 

The version date shown on each is: "Jan 10, 2014" 
 

HTR2 
Two significant additions have been made to HTR2 for 2014.   
 

1) Systems+. Displays the four HTR-System scores along with the KAT and AML ratings added. Use the 

<S> key to sort the prime data columns. For more information about the Systems, please review the 

newsletter for Nov/Dec 2013 in the HTR Subscriber Zone = 
http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/membersonly.htm 
  
2) New Export  Option = HX44. This is a new export feature for spreadsheet and database users. Please 

read the HX44 PDF found in the HTR-Library:  www.htr2.com/km/library.htm 

(scroll to the bottom of the Library to find the HX44 PDF guide).    

 

HTR_Tour 
Two new screens have been added for 2014.    
 

1) KAT-Scan. Focuses on the powerful KAT rating. This screen is sorted by the KAT and helps to 

identify live price plays. For more information on the KAT rating, read the PDF Seminar Booklet 2013:  
http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm 

2) Systems screen. Click-sorting available from the top menu.   

 

MaxVel (Maximum Velocity) 
MaxVel adds the Systems to the Modeler and the main screen.   
 

For more on the MaxVel read the Nov/Dec 2013 newsletter issue in the Subscriber Zone. 
 

We will discuss the art and science of Modeling in a future issue of the newsletter and perhaps at our 

seminar in July 2014.    

 

Robot3 
Robot3 expands with the AML and Systems added to all aspects of the program.   
 

More reading on Robot3 update at this PDF link, page-2 ---> 
 

http://www.htr2.com/km/pdf/HTR_Software_Updates_ January_10.pdf 
 

 

http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/membersonly.htm
http://www.htr2.com/km/library.htm
http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm
http://www.htr2.com/km/pdf/HTR_Software_Updates_%20January_10.pdf
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

HTR at the NHC  
Congratulations to our HTR members that have qualified for the National Handicapping 
Championship to be held Jan 24-26 at the Treasure Island in Las Vegas. Best of skill 
and luck in the competition. We'll open a thread on the discussion board to report on 
how our players fared. One of our subscribers, “Brent Sumja”, has already won the 
overall NHC Tour prize ($75,000) - awesome Brent! 
 
Software Updates 
You can install all of the 2014 updates from the HTR Subscriber Zone. When the 
installation is complete, you should see a common version date of Jan. 10, 2014 on the 
initial screen. 
 
 
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

 www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 

Zone around the 15th of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-

line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 

archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 

 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/
http://www.homebased2.com/km

